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A's spring training observations: Clubhouse leadership will be a group effort "Mark Canha has leadership qualities, Stephen Piscotty, Ramón Laureano's going to be one of those guys. So that's not going to be a problem for us as far as leadership goes." Laureano on Friday also said he
Why New Zealand is able to tamp down pandemic: Citizen acceptance of strong leadership

You don't have to be a conspiracy theorist to be concerned about the potential for abuse in such a system, no matter how good the room service is. The bus driver asked the man how his MIQ experience had been.

Electric leadership in small California town

Now Gonzales is tackling one of our state's most stubborn challenges: how to develop local sources of cleaner, cheaper and more reliable power as our state's aging energy grid falters. What distinguishes

Kent Bazemore scores 20 points; provides more leadership after Warriors' loss

Both were plus-seven in
their respective 37 minutes - the only Warriors other than Bazemore with a positive plus-minus rating. Bazemore was plus-10 in his 23 minutes and helped the Warriors limp off the

Glassdoor is going to show you how diverse employees rate their workplaces Job site's ratings put larger focus on racial justice By Chase DiFeliciantonio Mill Valley job site Glassdoor wants to shed light on what different kinds of people think of their companies, benefits and

This $26 device will stop headaches and migraines in their tracks How does it work, you may ask?

Republican Kevin Faulconer blasts
Newsom for 'failed leadership' on school reopening  Gavin Newsom's "failed leadership" on reopening schools during the pandemic. "How on earth are private schools open where teachers are teaching safely, kids are safely learning - and it's not happening in

How AI can be used for good  Even now, AI is being used to create systems that can impact how treatments for COVID-19 are used. The rules we give it on how to make decisions determine how it develops. While it may sound scary and

George Shultz, Reagan's secretary of state and Bay Area academic, dies at 100  The school offered him a teaching job after he graduated, the first in an
academic career that included business dean at the University of Chicago, a hotbed of conservative economic thought that brought him

How the 'model minority' myth corrodes the culture at San Francisco's Lowell High One math teacher told me to just stop taking honors math. I had close friends, I attended class daily with a positive attitude and I did my homework. It wasn't until after I graduated that I realized just how toxic the culture at Lowell is.

Peter and Paul Church test positive for coronavirus is church's call as three priests test positive By Michael Cabanatuan Three priests at San Francisco's Sts. The wedding violated
health orders prohibiting large indoor religious services and came just days

**3 books on climate change for academics, dummies and deniers**
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